Local business owners Loretta Gendville and Gennaro Brooks-Church are illegally and unlawfully forcing eviction on largely Black/POC and LGBTQ residents of a Crown Heights building at 1214 Dean Street. **DURING A PANDEMIC.**

- THEY ARE **ILLEGALLY RENTING OUT ROOMS IN A MULTI-FAMILY DWELLING**
- THEY HAVE NOT PROVIDED **REQUIRED** FORMAL EVICTION PAPERWORK FROM BROOKLYN HOUSING COURT TO ANY TENANT
- LORETTA HAS ILLEGALLY TAKEN TENANTS’ PROPERTY OUT OF THEIR HOMES AGAINST THEIR WILL
- THEY HAVE TURNED OFF WIFI UNTIL TENANTS GIVE HER A MOVE OUT DATE DURING A TIME WHEN WORK HAS TO HAPPEN FROM HOME

**Boycott their businesses and CALL, EMAIL, or TWEET to let them know that we will not tolerate treating community members like this!**

**Loretta Gendville:**
718-506-6449
LGendville@gmail.com or LGendville@yahoo.com
Twitter @lgendville
linkedin.com/Loretta-gendville
linkedin.com/Loretta-gendville

**Gennaro Brooks-Church:**
347-244-3016
GennaroBC@gmail.com
Twitter @EcoBrooklyn
linkedin.com/genarrobrookschurch
Instagram @brooks.church
Facebook GennaroBrooksChurch

If you’ve experienced these things and/or other predatory behavior, please contact us.

@EqualFlatbush
EqualityforFlatbush
BeforeItsGoneTakeItBack
b4g@equalityforflatbush.org
#BeforeItsGone
#NoEvictionZone
for English (646) 820 - 6039
en Español (862) 438 - 5060
en Kréyol (646) 801-3032